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BACKEND PHP DEVELOPER rafaelselles@gmail.com 

ABOUT ME 

I am a backend developer with extensive experience 

working with PHP, specializing in web services and API 

integrations. I love a challenge and I enjoy testing new 

technologies. 

SKILLS 

PHP, Git, Docker, Node.js, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Engineering 

University of Alicante SPAIN, 2006 - 2003 

EXPERIENCE 

SENIOR BACKEND DEVELOPER  Remotely for Madrid, Spain 

EVENTBRITE 2020 - Present 
 

I joined the Supercreators Team to provide modern self-service ticketing tools and migrate a legacy service handling over the 

40% of the current income in fees. 

 

SENIOR BACKEND DEVELOPER  Remotely for Madrid, Spain 

SPOTAHOME 2019 - 2020 
 

As part of the Integrations Team, I was responsible to build custom integrations with third-party platforms as well as developing 

the public API so property management platforms can use it to publish and manage their properties. 

 

Our project helped to improve the acquisition and reduce rejection rates due to outdated occupancies. We also reduced 

manual work from agents and customer support. 
 

SENIOR PHP DEVELOPER  Remotely for Genk, Belgium 

PINGVALUE 2016 - 2019 
 

We migrated the legacy API to RESTful and build a new infrastructure in Kubernetes, allowing us to have proper environments 

for development, acceptance, and production.  

 

As a startup, we built a strong and collaborative team of over 20 developers using Agile methodologies supporting frequent 

releases on web, iOS, and Android. 
 

SENIOR WEB DEVELOPER  Remotely for San Francisco, United States 

EMBARCADERO 2013-2016 
 

My main goal was the development of the new features and services for the company and end-users. 

 

We integrated all the different services on the Community social network, migrating all the data from legacy databases using 

custom scripts and building REST APIs to allow integration with core Embarcadero products as Rad Studio. 
 

WEB DEVELOPER Alicante offices, Spain 

PROYECTO8  2008-2013 
 

I was responsible for a 24x7 SMS platform. Our main product was an SMS Chat and other related services for local television 

broadcasters such as surveys, quizzes, news alerts, ringtones, images, etc. 

 

We also developed marketing tools based on SMS, email, and smartphones. 
 

WEB DEVELOPER Alicante offices, Spain 

ADORAMEDIA  2007-2008 
 

My main tasks were web consulting, basic web management, direct contact with customers, and training new employees in 

the company methodologies. 
 

WEB DEVELOPER Alicante offices, Spain 

NITSNETS 2006-2007 
 

In the last year of University, I started 2 months of internship and after that I joined the company.  

In this time, I worked in web consulting, some internal projects, and mentoring other students during their internship. 


